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Pretty Reckless Lj Shen
Chase and I were doomed from the start.
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Pretty Reckless Singer
My life was chaotic, and his was calm. He planned for the future, while I lived for the day. I danced in the
sun, while he hid in the shadows.
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Pretty Reckless Tour
The day I discovered he shared my demons was the day I lost my heart to him.
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Pretty Reckless Songs
The tattooed man with aqua eyes and bowtie lips; we were addicted hearts bruised and battered and
torn in half, yet when put together made one seamless whole.
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Pretty Reckless Lead Singer
Chase wasn't a man who fell for women like me, and I wasn't a woman who fell at all, yet he made the
plummet seem so sweet.
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Pretty Reckless Heaven Knows
So I leapt, I crashed ... then I let go.
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Pretty Reckless Take Me Down
I was never meant to fall in love. But neither was he.
I just finished reading Pretty Reckless by Jane Anthony.

HAWT! Whowsa! So hot, it might actually give you blisters on your fingertips!
This book was seriously addicting! Maybe itâ€™s only fitting as the book focuses on two addicts.
The complexity of the characters and their situations was astonishing.
Each with their own demons to battle but so much alike - both need each other's strength at different
times (as most of us could relate to) but are they strong enough to hold each other up?
When you are b

I just finished reading Pretty Reckless by Jane Anthony.

HAWT! Whowsa! So hot, it might actually give you blisters on your fingertips!
This book was seriously addicting! Maybe itâ€™s only fitting as the book focuses on two addicts.
The complexity of the characters and their situations was astonishing.
Each with their own demons to battle but so much alike - both need each other's strength at different
times (as most of us could relate to) but are they strong enough to hold each other up?
When you are both battered and broken hearted - it can be hard enough to keep yourself standing up never mind another person that needs you.
I literally just put this book down 5 minutes ago and Iâ€™m already pining for more.
This book has it all! Complicated family bonds, friendship, hardship, sweet moments, hilarious
moments, piping hot sex and love - a love that runs so deep, you can feel it.
I love Chase - he is sweet, funny, sturdy and hot but he has a past that wonâ€™t let him go.
A past that hurts so bad that he hasnâ€™t been able to move forward.
My favorite is Kat! She is sassy, strong willed, hot tempered, sweet and funny.
But Kat has her own hurt that she is currently trying to push aside.
Join these two beautiful, broken souls in their epic journey of self discovery and love.
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You wonâ€™t regret it!
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Pretty Reckless Lyrics
ðŸ’•ðŸ’• FREE on Amazon today (3/30/2018)!ðŸ’•ðŸ’•
Blurb:
Two years ago, I watched my girlfriend die.
We chased the high, night and day, searching for that magical fix that would cure the pain. But in the
end, the escape she lived for took her from me.
Now, sober and rebuilding the life I almost destroyed, the last thing I need is another beautiful project
dragging me down. Especially a Greek goddess with a sharp tongue and a drinking problem. But hidden
inside Katarina's charcoal gaze is a broken soul crying o
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Blurb:
Two years ago, I watched my girlfriend die.
We chased the high, night and day, searching for that magical fix that would cure the pain. But in the
end, the escape she lived for took her from me.
Now, sober and rebuilding the life I almost destroyed, the last thing I need is another beautiful project
dragging me down. Especially a Greek goddess with a sharp tongue and a drinking problem. But hidden
inside Katarina's charcoal gaze is a broken soul crying out for help. Like a true addict, I can't say no.
Maybe if I can save her, it will make up for my past. But her salvation could also be my ruin.

...more

I fricken loved Kat! Her sharp tongue and fuck you attitude won me over with a quickness! Give me a
flawed character who is strong, independent and a quick witted and I'm all in. Kat has issues and rather
than deal, she covers them up with an iron clad attitude and a shit ton of liquid courage.
This is a beautiful, emotional and honest look at how addiction can seep into a person's life and take
over in ways you would never think possible. Every addicts road out of denial and into recovery is a c
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fricken loved Kat! Her sharp tongue and fuck you attitude won me over with a quickness! Give me a
flawed character who is strong, independent and a quick witted and I'm all in. Kat has issues and rather
than deal, she covers them up with an iron clad attitude and a shit ton of liquid courage.
This is a beautiful, emotional and honest look at how addiction can seep into a person's life and take
over in ways you would never think possible. Every addicts road out of denial and into recovery is a
completely unique one and two addicts in one relationship is certainly a recipe for disaster. Yet in Chase
and Kat's case it's not the addiction that poses the greatest threat. I found this story touching and real
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but with a unique blend of humor and wit, it avoided becoming depressing, as many addiction stories
tend to be.
...more
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Pretty Reckless Dance Moms
I am in awe of Jane Anthony, The power of her words, has got to me. The viseral, hedy feeling left me
gutted. The story of addiction isn't a romantic one in notion, but the intense feeling and characters,
begs to differ. The strong connection between Kat and Chase feels like two magnets, crashing together
with such force it knocks you on your knees. The underlying addictive quality of their relationship, sucks
you in and traps you. until your left shaking in withdrawls, when it's over.
Pretty Reckless by Jane Anthony a great four-star read. This is my first read by this author, and I hope to
read some more. This is a stand-alone romance and is the story of friends to lovers, but itâ€™s not your
normal friend to lover where they went to school together or a typical meet cute, these two friends
broken people who have addictions and if you know anything about addictions you know itâ€™s easy to
swap one for another.
Jane Anthony has done something not many authors can, she has dealt w

Pretty Reckless by Jane

Anthony a great four-star read. This is my first read by this author, and I hope to read some more. This
is a stand-alone romance and is the story of friends to lovers, but itâ€™s not your normal friend to lover
where they went to school together or a typical meet cute, these two friends broken people who have
addictions and if you know anything about addictions you know itâ€™s easy to swap one for another.
Jane Anthony has done something not many authors can, she has dealt with addiction and not made it
all glamorous and glossy, but she has also shows that itâ€™s also not always the opposite end of the
scale. That seems to be the only way most people can write it, here the author has shown the true side
of addiction and has also shown that there are sometimes reasons behind the problems and how easy
is it to slip.
This really is a beautiful story about a subject that not many can deal with, if you havenâ€™t had to live
through addiction then this will give you a glimpse of the life you could lead, and if you have been
touched by addiction this will remind you why people need to be strong. A great read for anyone.
...more
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1
Two broken souls who find one another.
This is my first book by this author and it was pretty damn good.

The story was addictive, the same way the characters struggled with their own addictions I couldn't get
enough.
I read page after page with hope for these two lost souls.

Kat was a woman who has no self-worth, drinking, partying, a string of one night stands and nothing to
show for her life but misery and nights of more alcohol to numb the pain.
Kat is a very much the fiery Greek character wh

Two broken souls who find one another.

This is my first book by this author and it was pretty damn good.

The story was addictive, the same way the characters struggled with their own addictions I couldn't get
enough.
I read page after page with hope for these two lost souls.

Kat was a woman who has no self-worth, drinking, partying, a string of one night stands and nothing to
show for her life but misery and nights of more alcohol to numb the pain.
Kat is a very much the fiery Greek character when she first meets Chase.
Following a one night stand, the guy promises to take her home, when he makes a stop off at the
garage were Chase works, Kat is unimpressed with how long the guy is taking and with Kat needing to
get to work ends up in an argument with one-night stand guy. After being manhandled Kate takes the
guy down leaving him with a busted nose, resulting in chase taking her home.

"She's a mess of gorgeous chaos"
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"She grew on me like fungus then blossomed before my very eyes"
Chase is a guy who at first seems too good to be true, a night in shining armor or Overalls, he see's
something in Kat he wants to fix. Chase is sweet, charming lives and cares for his Gran, see too good to
be true. Chase is a hot mechanic but has his own ghosts and a past he is trying to move on from.
Both characters have heart-breaking pasts and brighter futures they are clawing their way too. Chase
helps Kat, they become friend's before lovers and the journey is heartwarming, doesn't lack drama or
hotness and also reaches a hea which had me surprised at finding a second book following this one?
"The pain that burns deep in her soul - it's the same pain in mine. We are cut from the same cloth.
Children of the moon. One body ripped in two. Destined to find each other"
I guess the grass doesn't stay green which is disappointing to discover, but as story's go I enjoyed this
journey, would recommend it and you will to if you aren't put off by Kats promiscuous ways at the
beginning and enjoy a story were the characters go from hardship, heartache to finally getting on with
life and finding love.
Available in KU
Amazon US: https://amzn.to/2q4Cll0
Amazon UK: https://amzn.to/2GSitvP
Amazon CA: http://a.co/5e4a0VG
Amazon AU: https://amzn.to/2GH2CQS

http://www.bbbf-sizzlereads-bestbookb...
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*Early BETA read*
This emotional journey is one I won't forget for a while. There are some scenes that will leave you
fanning yourself and in need of a cold shower. But the scenes that will stick with you are the heartfelt,
incredibly beautiful, raw and emotional ones that seem to linger. Both characters are flawed, they're
broken, but they're real. So real in fact that you're left filled with heartfelt emotion wanting to see them
find some semblance of happiness.
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*Early BETA read*

This emotional journey is one I won't forget for a while. There are some scenes that will leave you
fanning yourself and in need of a cold shower. But the scenes that will stick with you are the heartfelt,
incredibly beautiful, raw and emotional ones that seem to linger. Both characters are flawed, they're
broken, but they're real. So real in fact that you're left filled with heartfelt emotion wanting to see them
find some semblance of happiness.
Kat, to be honest, she wasn't my favorite in this story. Perhaps I just wanted to slap her upside the head
and tell her to open her eyes. But that's what a good character does, they make you feel. And with her, I
went through every emotion possible. In the end though, I was vying for her HEA. I NEEDED her to find
peace, happiness, and ultimately love.
Chase! This man is everything and a bag of chips. If this book was only about him I'd have been happy
too. I fell and I fell hard. He is one of those alpha's that come across as unassuming, he's not your
average alpha male, but he is not lacking in the characteristics that make you want to love him. Because
he will. He'll pull you in, grip your heart, and never let go. At least, he did with me. He is incredible in
every sense of the word and HE IS MINE! Just putting it out there.
Jane has outdone herself. With each book she releases she only outshines the last, if that's even
possible. Her words are incredible, her characters are perfectly created, and her stories are gold. I'm so
privileged to have read this amazing story.
...more
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